ABSTRACT Nonholonomic systems with uncertain nonlinearities are sufficiently important to research due to the numerous applications in the real world. It is imperative to find a sampled-data controller for nonholonomic systems due to their implementation within digital computers. It has been proven that under a lower-triangular growth condition, a class of nonholonomic system with a single z-state can be globally stabilized by a sampled-data output feedback controller whose observer and control laws are discrete-time and linear. In this paper, we will further extend the results to the two-dimensional z-states which is more challenging since the boundedness of the change of coordinates is not proved. To solve this problem, we firstly design a controller for the z-system, which can guarantee the boundedness of the change of coordinates after a certain time. From this, we can construct a globally stabilizing output feedback controller for nonholonomic systems. The examples and computer simulations were conducted to show the effectiveness of the proposed controllers for the two-dimensional z-states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anonholonomic mechanical system contains constraints that are imposed and not integrable, meaning they cannot be written as a time derivative of a function. As for mobile robots, it means that robots cannot move in an arbitrary direction in its configuration space. That is to say, in robotics, a nonholonomic system is one such that the controllable degrees of freedom are less than the total degrees of freedom. Nonholonomic control systems are in particular interest to the control fields due to the fact that mobile robots are widely used to help our daily life and more intelligent robots with high precision are urgently needed, while little literature has been made on the subject and therefore leaves room for a vast amount of growth [1] .
Stabilization of nonholonomic systems are exceptionally challenging due to their inherent violation of Brockett's The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Engang Tian. necessary condition, which means that nonholonomic systems cannot be asymptotically stabilized using continuous static state feedback controllers. As a good solution, a series of system transformation has been developed so that various feedback strategies can be easily applied, such as the chained form [2] used in the mobile robots [3] and the vertical rolling wheel [4] . Besides stabilization analysis, a design scheme of the finite-time tracking controller is given for the nonholonomic systems with extended chained form in [5] , [6] . Owing to the difficulty of global feedback linearization for the chained systems [7] , the local feedback has to be utilized which results in the existence of singularity manifold. To overcome the difficulty, in [8] , the nonholonomic system is converted into two subsystems and then a model predictive control (MPC) scheme is proposed.
It could be potential to utilize computational intelligence as support means for conventional control system designs. In the literature, intelligent approaches are also applied to the control of nonholonomic systems as discontinuous controllers.
Genetic algorithm(GA) are used to optimize the controller's parameters and then the controllers are applied to two-wheelvehicle in [9] and further applied to the car-like robot in [10] .
All the aforementioned results were achieved using continuous-time or discontinuous-time controllers. In real practice, more and more systems are being controlled by computers [11] . Therefore, it is important to study how to use sampled-data controllers to achieve global stabilization for nonholonomic systems. The problem with using sampled-data controllers is the real challenge, which has much less literature on. In [12] , sufficient conditions for global stability under sampled-data control are expressed by means of flexible vector Lyapunov functions. Recently, to solve global stabilization problem, an emulation method was employed to construct a sampled-data output feedback controller to globally stabilize a class of nonlinear systems in [13] . In [13] , using the domination approach introduced in [14] , a continuous-time controller was first designed to dominate the nonlinearities of the system. Then, the sampling period was determined as the maximum allowable duration in which the Lyapunov function is decreasing under a constant controller. In [15] , both state feedback and output feedback controllers are designed in sampled-data form to satisfy global practical tracking for a class of nonlinear systems. In [16] , a sampled-data output feedback controller is constructed based on the output domination approach introduced in [14] and a Gronwall-Bellman-like inequality is established in the presence of disturbances to achieve almost disturbance attenuation(ADD) problem for nonlinear systems under the commonly used continuous time requirement. In [17] , using a change of coordinates and combining the recently developed sampled-data output feedback control method, a sampled-data controller was firstly designed to stabilize the nonholonomic systems for single Z states. But when a two dimensional Z state is introduced, the problem is immensely more challenging due to the boundedness of the change of coordinates. In this paper, we will address the nonholonomic systems with two-dimensional Z states.
II. NONHOLONOMIC SYSTEMS WITH TWO-DIMENSIONAL Z-STATES IN REAL WORLD
Expanding the general model of nonholonomic systems with two-dimensional Z-states into a three wheeled mobile robot is an excellent example. Motors control the two rear wheels independently. The front wheel prevents the robot from tipping over as the robot moves along the plane. The robot moves in a straight line by commanding the back wheels to move in the same velocity, while the robot is able to turn by commanding the back wheels to move in equal velocity but opposite directions. It is assumed that the masses and inertias of the wheels are negligible and the center of mass of the robot is located in the middle of the axis connecting the rear wheels. X R and Y R represent the coordinates of the center of mass on the plane (x, y). θ R represents the heading angle measured with respect to the x-axis, v represents the magnitude of the velocity of the center of mass, and ω represents the angular velocity of the mobile robot. The wheels are assumed to not slide, i.e. the velocity of the center of mass is orthogonal to the axis connecting the rear wheels; therefore, imposing a nonholonomic constraint on the motion of the robot in the form of:ẋ
Thus, the system becomeṡ
The control inputs are the forward velocity v and the steering velocity ω. A state control transformation is defined by:
Using the derivative of (2) and substituting in (1), we can get:
Therefore, the system becomes:
It has been proved by Brockett [18] that there is no continuous state feedback stabilizer for 6. Brocketts Necessary Condition: Considering the general control systemẋ = F(x, u), assuming F is continuously differentiable. 
implies that x 1ẋ2 = ε, u 1 = 0, and u 2 = 0. However, u 1 = 0, and u 2 = 0 which implies that x 1ẋ2 = ε, so the condition is not satisfied. Designing a controller for a nonholonomic system is difficult due to the fact that this class of nonlinear systems cannot be asymptotically stabilized by any time invariant continuous state feedback. This thesis aims to solve the output feedback control system in the discrete-time form for a digital controller for a nonholonomic system with twodimensional z-states.
III. OUTPUT FEEDBACK STABILIZATION OF NONHOLONOMIC SYSTEM A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In order to solve this control problem, we need to look at the general case of a two-dimensional z-system.
. . .
where
are the control input and output respectively. The mapping
. . , n might be neither known precisely nor varnishing at the origin. The control objective is to design a discrete-time observer and controller to stabilize system (8) . The observer will only take the input u(·) and Y (·) and produce an estimate of the unknown states. The controller will use the information of the observer to stabilize the original system. Specifically, we are interested in the following control problem.
Problem of Global Regulation by Output Feedback for a Class of Uncertain Nonlinear Systems Under Sampled-Data
Control: Find if possible, a linear output dynamic compensator
such that all the solutions of the closed loop system (8) and (9 ) are globally asymptotically stable. Remark 1: When all the states are measurable, we will design the sampled-data controller using state feedback in the form of u(
T to solve the global regulation problem of (8) . When only the output y t is measurable, we need to solve the problem of global regulation via sampled-data output feedback control. To this end, an observer in the following form
will be first designed for two matrices M ∈ R n×n , N ∈ R n×1 . The sampled-data output feedback control law will be constructed as u(
Due to the generality of (8), if (8) can be globally asymptotically stable, then the special case of (6) can be G.A.S as well. To solve the global output feedback problem for (8), we impose the following assumption.
Assumption 1:
Lemma 1: For any stable controller u(k), z 2 (k) can be rendered non-zero after a finite time.
Proof: We use the discrete-time control law design and Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH) to show that Z 2 = 0 at any time.
Under ZOH,ż(t) = Fz(t) + Gu(k). Then the two dimensional Z system of (8) can be rewritten as:
The equivalent discrete-time system can be modeled as:
Discretizing the system (12) using the formula (13) and we define:
To solve for (14) , use the values from (12),
Choosing u = −z 1 (k) − 2z 2 (k) and substituting into z(k + 1) = z(k) + u(k) we get:
and substituting the values found in (15) ,
For the purposes of this system, we choose T = 0.5. Under this T , (17) becomes We can introduce a change of coordinate η(k) = V −1 z(k), which transforms (18) into:
The same equation (19) can be broken down into:
If η 1 (0) = 0 and η 2 (0) = 0, then η 1 (k) = 0 and η 2 (k) = 0,
hence z 1 (k)&z 2 (k) = 0. Same can be shown for η 1 (0) = 0 and η 2 (0) = 0. If both η 1 (0) = 0 and η 2 = 0, it can be shown that after a certain time, |η 1 (k)| > 2|η 2 (k)|. Therefore,
Through (21) and (22), it is clear to see that z 2 = 0 at any time at the chosen T = 0.5. It can be proved that for any stable controller u, z 2 can be rendered non-zero after a finite time.
B. MAIN RESULTS
With the help of Assumption (1) and Lemma (1), we can combine a change of coordinates and the output feedback domination design together to obtain the following result.
Theorem 1: Under Assumption (1), system (8) is globally stabilized by an output feedback controller in the form of (9) .
Proof: The proof can be divided into two steps.
Step 1 is used to change the coordinates of the original nonlinear system to transform it into a chain of integrators perturbed by an uncertain nonlinear vector field.
Step 2 is used to design the observer and control law to globally stabilize the system by output feedback using the feedback domination design proposed in [19] .
Step 1: For t ∈ [kT , (k + 1)T ), the system is transformed using the following change of coordinates:
Under (23) together with u 2 (t) = −z 2 (kT ), our system becomes:
which results in:
Since Z 2 = 0 for T = 0.5, the following function is well defined for i = 1, . . . , n:
By Assumption 1 and (25)
2 (kT ). Therefore, the system transforms to:
for a functionθ i (z).
Together with the fact that z is bounded, implies the existence of a constant c such that
Step 2: Output feedback controller for the system (24) By showing that system (24) satisfies the growth condition in (26), we can design an output feedback controller u together with an observer to render all states y i (i = 1, . . . , n) globally asymptotically stable.
For a constant L ≥ 1 to be determined later, define the following change of coordinates
Therefore, the system (24) becomeṡ
. . , n. Under (26) and the fact that L ≥ 1, it can be verified that
Define
which rewrites (27) intȯ
Since only y = ζ 1 is measurable at sampling points and the states ζ 2 , . . . , ζ n are not available, we must construct an observer to estimate the unmeasurable states.
Based on the continuous-time high-gain observer, the following observer is designed according to the continuous-time states over [t k , t k+1 ) and discrete-time ζ 1 (t k ) and v(t k ).
where a j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n are the coefficients of the Hurwitz polynomial p 1 (s) = s n + a n s n−1
Then the observer can be rewritten as:
The sampled-data control law is now constructed as
It is common knowledge that the continuous-time observer (32) with a sampler is equivalent to the following discrete-time system:
where F = e LÂT , G = LB T 0 e LÂs ds and N = LH T 0 e LÂs ds. It is clear to see that the discrete time observer (35) and the continuous time observer (32) will produce the same estimate ofζ (t k ). Since state ζ 2 , . . . , ζ n are not measurable, a sampleddata control law using the observer is designed as (33), which yields the following closed-loop system in the time interval [t k , t k+1 ):
According to [19] , there exists a large enough L and a smaller enough T such that the system is GAS.
IV. EXAMPLES AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we use a two-dimensional z-system with an added nonlinearity as an example to illustrate the effectiveness of Theorem 1. Example 1: Consider the following system: where z 1 and x 1 are measurable and f i (·) = sin(x 2 ) which implies that Assumption 1 holds. Choose u 2 = −z 2 (t k ) for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ), with the change of coordinates, the system can be transformed into:
= y 2 (t)
The system can now be simulated to show that this sampled-data output feedback control law will work for Example 1. In the following figures, L is set to 7 and T is set to 0.01. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the example of a two-dimensional z-system of a nonholonomic systems does indeed render to GAS when placed through the proposed method.
Remark 2: The scaling gain L and sampling period T can easily be tuned using the simulation, therefore allowing the user to find an optimal combination of the two. Here are some scenarios where the L and T were changed, giving different results. A chosen T = 0.01 was used in all simulations due to the application to robotics. In robotics, a fast sampling period is desired due to concerns of accuracy and safety. Many nonholonomic robots use a sampling period ranging from 0.01 − 0.05, therefore a constant T was chosen as 0.01. When L is set too low, it does not dominate the nonlinear values resulting in a controller that does not render the system VOLUME 7, 2019 GAS. Simulation results show that when L is set to 2, X 2 (t) in Example 1 does not satisfy GAS as illustrated in Figure 5 .
When L is set too high, the system does not stabilize too. Too large of a scaling gain would mean setting a smaller sampling period T , but due to the nature of digital computers too small of a sampling period would not be realistic. Example 1 is used again to show the results when L is too large. In this case, L is set to 100.
As seen in Figures 8-10 , when L is set too high the system is not rendered GAS. The great thing about being able to simulate the system is the ability to optimize the gain and sampling period with ease. This is another benefit of using a sampled-data output feedback controller.
V. CONCLUSION
The implementation of the sampled data output feedback controller to nonholonomic systems in the real world is one of importance due to the high number of nonholonomic systems in use as well as the number of digital controllers. Digital controllers are not only cheaper, flexible, scalable, adaptable, and have static operation (no capacitors, inductors, etc.), but they are also much easier to implement into systems given immense use of digital controllers in today's world. The collaboration between nonholonomic and discrete-time is little-researched due to the complexity of both nonlinear systems and discrete-time controllers. Since wheeled mobile robots are such a big demand for most systems, using this solution can be highly implementable in a variety of systems and scenarios.
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